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HOW MY ATTENTION SPAN HAS 
DECREASED OVER THE YEARS BY MEEKA 

VARDI

When I was younger, I used to make fun of my older sister for going 
on her phone while watching TV. At that point in my life, I was content 
just by sitting down and reading a book or drawing something. However, 
now, in order to concentrate on painting or drawing or even my 
homework, I need some sort of background noise. I usually listen to 
classical music with noise cancelling headphones to block out the world 
around me, because without them I simply would not be able to 
concentrate. It has gotten worse over time. I find myself repeating the 
same patterns that I once ridiculed my sister for doing. Oftentimes I will be 
watching TV when I feel as though I am getting bored, so I will pull out my 
phone and start scrolling through Instagram. This constant demand for 
more stimulation has a direct correlation to my decreasing attention span. 
With information being at our fingertips, you can find out almost anything 
within seconds through a quick Google search. I personally do not have 
TikTok; initially it was to avoid becoming addicted to my phone but with 
the addition of Reels to Instagram, the obsession I now have for my phone 
was inevitable. I now have trouble watching YouTube videos from start to 
finish, ten second advertisements seem like an eternity, and I swipe 
through Reels before I even know what the video is about. I am sure you 
have heard the phrase “you have the attention span of a goldfish” when 
referring to someone with a short attention span. However, Microsoft 
conducted a study using electroencephalograms (a test used to analyze 
electrical activity in your brain) and concluded that since the year 2000, 
the average attention span went from twelve to eight seconds. If this study 
still accurately portrays the majority of the human population, then 
humans now have a shorter attention span than a goldfish. Why wouldn’t 
we? Influencers have begun to talk faster in their already shortened 
videos, and with TikTok’s popularity skyrocketing, people of all ages now 
have access to short video clips, disregarding the need for many YouTube 
videos. I have caught myself switching back and forth from Snapchat to 
Instagram, when one of them gets boring, more times than I am proud of. 
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The even more unfortunate fact is that I could not even make it 
through the whole New York Times article that I was getting information 
from. Congratulations if you made it to the end of this article!

WILL YOU LOSE YOUR JOB TO A ROBOT?  BY 
PARIDHI BHARDWAJ

“The one who becomes a leader in this sphere will be the ruler of 
the world.”    Erik Brnyojolfsson                                              

Artificial Intelligence or AI  is anything that makes machines act 
more intelligently; I think of AI as Augmented Intelligence. Humanity 
should not be afraid of the developments of AI It is here to stay, with the 
promise of transforming the way the world works. According to a study by 
PWC (PriceWaterhouseCoopers), $16 trillion of GDP will be added between 
now and 2030 on the basis of AI  This is a never before seen scale of 
economic impact, and it is not just in the I.T. industry, it impacts virtually 
every industry and aspect of our lives. In the field of medicine, it's helping 
patients with Lou Gehrig's disease, for example, to regain their real voice 
in place of using a computerized voice. AI systems are making impacts in 
controlling the spread of infectious diseases like Dengue Fever, Yellow 
Fever, and Zika, by predicting outbreaks. The Artificial Intelligence in 
Medical Epidemiology system uses over 270 variables to predict the next 
Dengue fever outbreak, and has an 88% accuracy rate up to three months 
in advance. Quoting Kevin Kelly, “I have x and I will add AI to my x”. The 
way I understand it is basically a notion that AI  in one shape, way, or form, 
is going to permeate every aspect of human endeavor. Everything we do, 
everything we touch, is going to be enhanced by AI We reap great benefits 
from taking any device, any machine, and making it just a little bit 
smarter. We use AI all the time, and a lot of the time we're not even aware 
of it. We use AI every time we type in a search query on a search engine, 
every time we use our GPS, or every time we use some kind of voice 
recognition system. AI will not replace human experts, but rather extend 
human capabilities and accomplish tasks that neither humans nor 
machines could do on their own. We wouldn't think twice about grieving 
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over the invention of the refrigerator or the car. No one would probably 
think of creating a time machine to go back to prevent the invention of the 
car from being invented in the first place. For most of our businesses and 
companies, it will not be man or machine, it will be a symbiotic 
relationship. The purpose is to augment and really be in service to 
humans. I know we live in a world where people love their jobs, they feel 
that in the future they will most likely be losing it to an intelligent system. 
But I don't agree with this because an invention can never be better than 
the inventor. Many colleges these days have introduced courses, programs, 
and even degrees on Artificial Intelligence and it’s branches. Secondly, jobs 
cannot be destroyed, rather it only gets upgraded on the basis of the 
customers’ demand. For instance, if a machine takes over the job of a 
delivery man, he or she would be making suggestions to the programmer 
about what outputs it should give. A single machine would require a team 
of programmers, engineers, supervisors, financial analysts, machine 
learning engineers, and AI experts. A single machine can provide 
employment. Thus, the myth that Artificial Intelligence will take over jobs 
is incorrect. 

PRETTY PEOPLE OVERLOAD?  BY UMASOFIA 
SRIVASTAVA  

that surround us, anymore. The old saying “the grass is greener on the 
other side” has never been truer, because let's be honest, I’d rather be 
partying on a yacht in Valencia than sitting here, typing this, contained by 
the lifeless concrete walls that are my high school. Now I’m not going to lie 
and tell you that I have no social media presence, which you’d know 
immediately wasn’t true, because who in their right mind would hide looks 
like this? Kidding, but I miss the days when I was younger and the prettiest 
person I ever saw was a girl I saw walking around with her friends in the 
mall. Every day I wake up thankful that I wasn’t a sticky iPad kid, partly 
because of how my parents were, and partly because life didn’t revolve 
around social technology when I was younger. This obsession (addiction 
really) fosters not only jealousy, but when we’re overly judgmental of 
ourselves, we pass that same judgment onto other people as a way to cope 
or justify the problems we have with our image, and vice versa. So the next 
time you begin to compare yourself to someone else, which really in this 
age of technology is inevitable, I encourage you to think about how you 
probably weren’t supposed to ‘meet’ (parasocial relationships are a whole 
other issue) this person in the first place, and how you probably would not 
have been bothered with their presence otherwise.

Before social media existed - the bane of our existence - the 
prettiest person you would see was some girl in your hometown, or on the 
train to your job, or the silver screen of Hollywood. But with social media 
platforms like Instagram and now TikTok who give the illusion of casual 
posting - when in reality it’s not that casual at all - we‘re constantly 
barraged with images and videos of perfect 10/10 people. At the risk of 
sounding overly sentimental, we have become numb to the beauty around 
us, making the pretty girl in your hometown seem plain next to the girl 
you just watched on TikTok whose name you don’t know/remember. It’s 
because we’re used to it. So what good is a million followers if the fame is 
fleeting? We can’t all be the next Charli D’Amelio. This phenomenon 
doesn’t only apply to looks, although we are the generation of narcissists. 
As a collective, we just don’t find pleasure in the simple things, the things 

THE SCANDAL OF THE NATIONAL 
ENQUIRER  BY HOPE ROSEN

The National Enquirer first popped up in 1926 out of Boca Raton, 
Florida. Today, it is available everywhere, from online websites to grocery 
stores to newsstands. At first, in the Enquirer’s earlier years, it seemed to 
just be your everyday newspaper. “Normal” stories, reporting on large 
events, public figures, and the latest general news were spread within its 
pages. But, in the 1960s, the Enquirer attempted to increase its audience by 
changing its overall appeal and look to the public. The “normal” headlines 
and articles were now extinct and were replaced with fake, manipulative 
stories and covers. They started to focus on ideas such as paranormal 
occurrences, medical anomalies, and “freaky” people. The worst part, this 
start-up of spreading fake news increased the numbers of their newspaper, 
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with the public falling into the Enquirer’s great trap.
Especially in the 1980s, the National Enquirer’s numbers seemed to be higher 
than ever before. It began to advertise on a large scale to people throughout 
the entire nation. But, in 1988, the Enquirer was sold to GP Group 
Acquisitions (later changed to American Media, Inc.). But this did not stop 
the Enquirer from producing its scandalous stories, especially since GP 
Group Acquisitions also owned World Weekly News, a very similar paper to 
the Enquirer itself. The paper would continue to produce many stories, 
mostly imaginary ones, which would climb the success and fame of the 
journal even higher. But having high fame and unrealistic stories and an 
infinite amount of gossip comes with consequences.
During the presidential election of 2016, the National Enquirer seemed to find 
itself in the spotlight. Siding with Donald Trump’s opinions, the newspaper 
would do anything to get its readers to vote Donald Trump for president. 
So, what would a scandalous, gossip-filled “newspaper” do for the 
campaign? Well, their answer was to state that Hillary Clinton had only six 
months to live and then in an issue later state that she was going to receive 
jail time for hiring a hitman to kill Trump. The power of Photoshop paid off 
here for the National Enquirer editors, as the paper went viral for both good 
and bad reasons. 

Rumors began to spiral about the paper, saying that the current 
owner of the newspaper was reportedly linked to the mafia. It makes sense, 
though. The National Enquirer knew almost everything that happened 
instantaneously. Whether it is deaths or appearances, the Enquirer was on 
the scene to turn a great event into a dark tragedy. They were ready to take 
any public account of any large event that happened and stick it on a 
newspaper cover for anybody to read. That is what makes the National 
Enquirer so dangerous: With no consent given, it can involve itself in any 
situation at any time, altering the events of the future.
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